
Stops the bonding of quick-drying, water or solvent borne,
thermoplastic or epoxy striping paints to your equipment!

As D.O.T.’s, Municipalities, and Private Striping Contractors 
utilize technologically advanced paints and state of the art 
striping equipment, more and more man-hours are being spent 
trying to scrape and remove paint deposits that have 
permanently bonded to your equipment, stencils and even 
concrete. 

Thus, RHOMAR developed STRIPE-OFF™ Striping 
Paint Overspray Release!  Prior to striping, simply apply
STRIPE-OFF™ to your equipment, anywhere you might get 
paint accumulations and at the end of the day, cleanup is a
breeze.

Apply new STRIPE-OFF™ to your expensive striping
equipment, outriggers, gun packs and stencils and receive the 
following benefits:

• STOPS BONDING - of quick-drying, water or solvent
borne thermoplastic, and epoxy based paints!

• KEEPS - your striping vehicles, outriggers, gun packs
and stencils looking like new!

• NO “FISHEYES” - contains absolutely no silicones!

• CLINGS - to vertical, horizontal or oblong surfaces!

• EASY CLEANUP - simply flush or wipe off striping paint
overspray accumulations!

• EXTREMELY VERSATILE - also keeps asphalt and
road oils from bonding to equipment, barrels, cones and
barricades!

You owe it to yourself to experience the remarkable results
of new STRIPE-OFF™ in your operation.
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STRIPE-OFFSTRIPE-OFF™

Striping Paint Overspray Release

Simply put, it works where others fail!
To place your ORDER or for more INFORMATION

CALL NOW!! TOLL FREE!!

1-800-688-62211-800-688-6221

Want more

information on

STRIPE-OFF™?

Flip the page!

With STRIPE-OFF™ you stripe more and clean up less!!

With STRIPE-OFF™ you get cleaner, crisper lines!!

With STRIPE-OFF™ you simply flush off paint overspray!!



FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS ABOUT NEW STRIPE-OFF ™

STRIPE-OFF™ keeps your nozzles
clean, producing extra crisp and
sharp lines!

STRIPE-OFF™ keeps paint
overspray off your expensive
equipment!

STRIPE-OFF™ is perfect for eliminating
paint overspray from your stencils !

STRIPE-OFF™ keeps your gun
packs, nozzles, trucks, wheels and
tires looking brand new!

Expensive Striping Equipment
• Striping Vehicle Wheels.
• Outriggers.
• Gun Packs.
• Nozzles.
• Traffic Cones and

Barricades.

For Impr oved Detailing Work
• Curbs and Gutters.
• Security Barriers.
• Garage Doors and Trim.
• Handicap Ramps.
• Retaining Walls.

1-800-688-6221

Why do I need STRIPE-OFF™?

STRIPE-OFF™ keeps paint buildup from bonding to your expensive
striping equipment and stencils during striping operations. This allows you to
focus on doing the job, instead of worrying where your paint overspray
goes.

What kind of striping paint will STRIPE-OFF™ release?

STRIPE-OFF™ is effective at preventing all quick drying, water borne,
solvent borne, thermoplastic or epoxy paints from bonding!

Where can I use STRIPE-OFF™?

STRIPE-OFF™ is absolutely remarkable at preventing paint from bonding
to the following:

How does STRIPE-OFF™ work on stencils?

STRIPE-OFF™ does a terrific job at keeping your stencils looking and
performing like new without spending your time scraping, grinding or
soaking them in strippers!

Where else can I use STRIPE-OFF™?

STRIPE-OFF™ is also remarkable at keeping asphalt and road oils from
bonding and discoloring metal, concrete or plastic!

Does STRIPE-OFF™ cause “fishe yes?”

STRIPE-OFF™ absolutely contains no silicone to cause frustrating
“fisheyes!”

Is STRIPE-OFF™ safe?

STRIPE-OFF™ is totally safe!  It only contains food grade ingredients.

How difficult is c lean up with STRIPE-OFF™?

IT’S NOT! STRIPE-OFF™ is designed to allow paint overspray to 
accumulate but never bond to the surface. This allows you to determine
when you need to remove the paint accumulations. Simply pressure
wash or scrape the accumulations and watch them miraculously fall off,
leaving behind a clean surface!

To place y our or der f or STRIPE-OFF™ or f or more inf ormation

CALL NOW!! TOLL FREE!!

1-800-688-6221
Visit us on the web at www .rhomar .com


